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Foreword by John BoyegaJust in time for the next blockbuster, Star Wars: The Last Jedi, this
unique and beautifully designed compendium with removable features traces one of the
franchise’s most iconic characters—the stormtrooper—from initial development through all nine
Star Wars movies to their many iterations in TV, comics, videogames, novels, and pop-
culture.Star Wars: A New Hope, the very first installment in the beloved science-fiction series,
introduced the Imperial stormtroopers—the army of the fearsome and tyrannical Galactic
Empire. Charged with establishing Imperial authority and suppressing resistance, these
terrifying, faceless, well-disciplined soldiers in white have become a universal symbol of
oppression.Star Wars Stormtroopers explores these striking warriors and their evolution in depth
for the first time. Ryder Windham and Adam Bray trace the roots of their creation and design,
and explore how these elite troops from a galaxy far, far away have been depicted in movies,
cartoons, comics, novels, and merchandizing.Filled with photographs, illustrations, story boards,
and other artwork, this lavish officially licensed book comes complete with removable features,
including posters, stickers, replica memorabilia and more, making it an essential keepsake for
every Star Wars fan, as well as military, design, and film aficionados.

“On top of the impressive research Windham and Bray bring to the book, it’s also filled to the
brim with photographs (some never before published!), illustrations, and concept art. In short,
this is a book you’ll want in your collection.” (Geek Dad-Great Big Beautiful Podcast)“If you’ve
ever been interested in the iconic white-armored soldiers of the Galactic Empire, this is pretty
much the book for you… It’s awesome… It’s a seriously must-buy for any serious Star Wars
fan.” (Beltway Banthas Podcast)“There’s a lot of ground covered by writer Ryder Windham and
Adam Bray… Any fan of Star Wars needs this book on their shelves. It’s a must-have!” (Geek Girl
Podcast)The fantastic new book Star Wars Stormtroopers: Beyond the Armor is providing a
deep dive into the evolution of one of its most iconic characters. (Vice)This beautiful tome
is the ultimate guide on all things stormtrooper-related. (Paste)“This beautiful tome
is the ultimate guide on all things stormtrooper-related… An essential keepsake for every Star
Wars fan.” (Paste Magazine) --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.
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BOYEGAFinal frame of the character Finn (John Boyega) on the planet Jakku in Star Wars: The
Force Awakens (2015). Boyega had to endure 102-degree temperatures clad in the
stormtrooper armor while shooting theses scenes in Abu Dhabi, UAE, 2015.The first time I went
on set for Star Wars: The Force Awakens was in Abu Dhabi to shoot the scenes for Jakku. The
sets were real; the archway was there; the creatures moved; the droids rolled by—and I
remember thinking this is too much! We’re on a planet, a real planet. It was so surreal and
amazing.To be a Star Wars fan, getting cast to be part of the galaxy far, far away is an
experience like no other. When J. J. called and asked me to meet him and I heard the words
“You’re going to star in the next Star Wars,” everything froze. After a lifetime of fandom and seven
months of auditions . . . YES! It was real.My first introduction to Star Wars was when The
Phantom Menace was released (yes, I am a child of the ’90s). The characters, the ships, the
lightsabers, and the whole galaxy captivated me. As I got older and learned about story and
character development, I delved into the original trilogy. I came to appreciate the worlds and truly
became a fan. I dug into the comics and video games. In taking on the role of Finn, the first
stormtrooper we would get to know as an individual, it was a chance to explore a character in a
way that had never been done before in the saga.Stormtroopers, from the history of the
franchise and in comics, all look the same, wear the same armor and helmets. They do the same
thing and follow orders. They are just one of many. And here’s a character who questions that.
It’s such an important part of Finn’s journey that he questions that uniformity and investigates
what that means to him. He has a complicated history of how he came to be a stormtrooper, and
as he comes to question how he got to be where he is, it creates an interesting dilemma for
Finn.But he’s not the kind of hero who has it all figured out. He doesn’t quite know where he fits
in the galaxy. It was fantastic that in The Force Awakens Finn looks sweaty, out of breath, and
confused much of the time. It makes him real and relatable—he’s not smooth . . . I mean he’s no
Han Solo.The day we shot the scene at Maz’s castle, with the rubble all around—the first day I
got to hold the lightsaber and still one of my favorite moments ever—Finn had to face his former
brothers in armor. It was such an impactful day for the character as well as myself. Finn had been
betrayed by the lies he was raised to believe, but he knew he had to fight. He’s a character who
is obviously trying to do what he thinks is right, to put himself on a purposeful path, which can
become quite complicated. But that is what makes Finn’s journey his own.It’s been a few years



since fans met Finn and his story is far from complete, but the reception he received has been
exceptional. There’s not much that can prepare you for the massive engine that is Star Wars. The
action figures. The costumes. The media events. The fans. I mean, I have no shame as a fan
myself. I brought merchandise to the set for people to sign. But seeing the fans line up, in
costume, to greet us at each event was amazing. The first day I put on my armor was
incredible . . . a bit uncomfortable at first, so I applaud those fans in the stormtrooper outfits. You
all truly bring the galaxy to life.The moments you spend with the fans, my fellow geeks, are what
make being part of this franchise so fantastic. One of my favorite moments happened as I was
standing behind a fan watching The Force Awakens trailer. I commented on it. Her reaction, the
look on her face, when she turned around was something I will never forget. When The Force
Awakens was first released, I did several pop-up appearances at various cinemas in New York
and in London. Being able to share those moments and experience it with the fans never gets
old.Filming The Last Jedi was amazing and special in its own way—it was different than filming
The Force Awakens because it wasn’t the first time. But it should be different. The story and
characters are heading in new, perhaps darker directions. As Finn pulls further from his origins
as a stormtrooper, he’s faced with new challenges, but we might see how that experience as a
trooper has shaped him . . . and learn something new about the men beneath the
armor.INTRODUCTIONMembers of the 501st U.K. Garrison pose on the Millennium Bridge in
London, England, to promote the release of Rogue One: A Star Wars Story, December 15,
2016.© Leon Neal / Getty ImagesGeorge Lucas’ Star Wars (1977) introduced us all to a world of
Jedi, droids, and scores upon scores of fearless, identical white-armored stormtroopers—the
foot soldiers of the evil Galactic Empire commanded by the black-armored Sith Lord Darth
Vader. Vader’s actions, physical appearance, and limited dialogue helped him become an
instant pop-culture icon and a symbol of darkness itself. But behind the ominous figure of Vader
was the far more numerous, seemingly and infinitely expendable, and perhaps even more
enigmatic Imperial stormtroopers.Who were the stormtroopers? Where did they come from?
How many existed? And why were they so willing to kill and die for the Empire?On January 1,
2007, thirty years after the world was introduced to them, nearly two hundred Imperial
stormtroopers, snowtroopers, and scout troopers marched in the 118th annual Pasadena
Tournament of Roses Parade. The following year, when a smaller number of troops joined Lucas
on stage as he promoted Star Wars: The Clone Wars to the National Association of Theatre
Owners at their annual convention in Las Vegas, he said, “I never go anywhere without my
army.”This “army” consisted of members of the 501st Legion, an international and all-volunteer
organization of Star Wars fans who wear movie-quality costumes for charitable causes as well
as promotional events. Despite the stormtroopers’ reputations as villains in the Star Wars
universe, the 501st Legion’s countless appearances and philanthropic efforts have effectively
transformed off-screen stormtroopers into goodwill ambassadors. For many fans, stormtroopers
have become the public “face” of Star Wars.The movies have been an ongoing global
phenomenon for decades, but how did stormtroopers become so popular? “The idea of the



stormtrooper is that they’re anonymous,” says Albin Johnson, founder of the 501st Legion.
“Anyone could be behind that mask. In some regards, without all the evil Empire stuff, they could
be soldiers we know today—dedicated to service, strong, brave. The stormtrooper gives us that
archetype we can fill in any way we like.”The good work of the 501st Legion has played a large
part in the evolving perception of Imperial stormtroopers. No longer entirely “bad guys,” the
troopers have come to represent something more than identical soldiers and the limitless power
of the Empire. The stormtrooper is the everyman of the Star Wars galaxy, one who consistently
inspires and fuels the imagination. For all the Star Wars movies, toys, and games that ever
presented stormtroopers as villains, nothing has ever stopped a Star Wars fan from picking up a
stormtrooper action figure and thinking: Maybe this trooper is a rebel spy, or Luke Skywalker in
disguise! The evolution from villain to hero continues with Star Wars: The Force Awakens, in
which a First Order Imperial stormtrooper defects from the Empire and joins the
Resistance.What does the future hold for stormtroopers? Anything can happen.Move
along.TOP: Stormtroopers stroll near the Savoy Hotel in London to promote the premiere of Star
Wars: The Empire Strikes Back [1980]. MIDDLE: A stormtrooper on the London Underground en
route to the premiere of The Force Awakens in Leicester Square, 2015. BOTTOM: A graffiti
mural of a moonwalking stormtrooper by “The Key” in the style of Banksy, painted in Dolphin
Lane, Boston, Lincolnshire, England, in 2014.top: © ZUMAPRESS.com / Keystone Pictures
USA / AGE Fotostock; middle: © Paul Marriott / Alamy Stock Photo; bottom: © Mark Dunn /
Alamy Stock PhotoIllustration from a Lucasfilm style guide.A young fan examines Star Wars
merchandise at Toys “R” Us in Alexandria, Virginia, November 27, 2015.© The Washington
Post / Contributor / Getty ImagesCHAPTER 1 | 1973–1976CREATING AN ARMYOn location in
Tunisia, a crew member applies dirt to a stormtrooper costume during the production of Star
Wars (1977) under the supervision of director George Lucas (far right).In 1973, twenty-nine-year-
old American filmmaker George Lucas had written and directed two features: the dystopian
science-fiction film Electronic Labyrinth: THX-1138 4EB (1971) and the nostalgic coming-of-age
comedy-drama American Graffiti (1973). For his next project, he decided to create an
interplanetary adventure in the tradition of the Flash Gordon serials he’d enjoyed in his youth.
Twentieth Century-Fox offered to finance the development of Lucas’ proposed movie, which he
intended to produce with his newly formed California-based film company, Lucasfilm Ltd.Two
years later, Lucas completed a summary titled Adventures of the Starkiller, Episode I: The Star
Wars. The summary begins with a battle in outer space, in which four giant Imperial Star
Destroyers attack and disable a small rebel freighter. One Star Destroyer maneuvers close to the
freighter, and then . . .With fascist precision, ten stormtroopers wearing ominous armored
spacesuits drop onto the top of the disabled rebel craft.A fight ensues between the rebels and
stormtroopers, until . . .The remaining stormtroopers bow low toward the doorway. An awesome,
seven-foot BLACK KNIGHT OF THE SITH makes his way into the blinding light of the cockpit
area. This is LORD DARTH VADER, right hand to the MASTER OF THE SITH. His sinister face
is partially obscured by his flowing black robes and grotesque breath mask, which are in sharp



contrast to the fascist white armored suits of the Imperial stormtroopers.Imperial troopers in
Death Star corridor, production painting by Ralph McQuarrie, dated March 28, 1975.Executives
at Twentieth Century-Fox were baffled by Lucas’ summary. They couldn’t imagine what such a
space battle, or his other ideas, might look like on screen. And because the executives couldn’t
visualize the movie, it was impossible for them or Lucas’ chosen producer, Gary Kurtz, to
calculate costs for The Star Wars (the title was eventually abridged to Star Wars). Fortunately,
Lucas had already hired an artist to create a series of concept paintings to illustrate key scenes
from the movie. The artist was Ralph McQuarrie.COLLABORATIVE VISIONLucas met
McQuarrie by way of mutual friends, screenwriters and producers Hal Barwood and Matthew
Robbins, who had commissioned McQuarrie for a science-fiction film, Star Dancing (which
ultimately never went into production). A somewhat itinerant artist with extensive experience in
industrial design illustration, McQuarrie produced concept paintings for Boeing aircraft and
animation sequences for the CBS News coverage of the Apollo space program before he
became a freelance illustrator for filmmakers. “Machinery, chemical equipment, the hardware of
our lives has always fascinated me,” McQuarrie said in a 1979 interview, “and from the age of
four or five I got into the habit of making sketches of this type of equipment.”Lucas discussed his
ideas for Star Wars with McQuarrie, who began sketching characters and scenes from Lucas’
summary in late 1974. Lucas subsequently critiqued and corrected the sketches, but also
welcomed McQuarrie’s design suggestions as they prepared production paintings to present to
the Fox executives. McQuarrie recalled Lucas telling him not to “worry about how things are
going to get done or how difficult it might be to produce them—just paint them as he would like
them to be.” Of their collaborative process on the paintings, McQuarrie said, “As much as I
designed this, George really designed it too.”McQuarrie’s designs for the Imperial stormtroopers
and their enemy rebel troops developed from those early concept drawings. Lucas eventually
decided the Imperial troops should wear full head-concealing helmets, and McQuarrie explored
the idea of distinguishing different Imperial ranks with different helmets. “I had the officers’
helmets a somewhat different shape than the standard trooper. The trooper’s helmet had a
metal-colored top, and a more symmetrical look to it. The officer’s helmet was formed more like a
skull.”Lucas also asked McQuarrie to draw concepts for equipment-laden field troopers. “George
talked about making the stormtroopers really like American soldiers in Vietnam, with things
chalked on their jackets. And they would be loaded down with all kinds of equipment: mysterious
things that you don’t know what they are, [such as] little canisters, like German soldiers wore in
World War II.” Although McQuarrie acknowledged that Lucas’ use of the word “stormtroopers”
alluded to a Nazi-esque army, the World War II fascist uniforms did not influence McQuarrie’s
design of the Empire’s foot soldiers. “It was supposed to be a tooled army that was very efficient,
in a sense like the German army.” He laughed as he added, “They can’t hit a damn thing with
their laser guns, but they’re very efficient.”In this production painting by Ralph McQuarrie titled
Cantina, a stormtrooper stationed inside the Mos Eisley Cantina watches a showdown between
Luke Skywalker and an alien.Of his helmet sketches for the stormtroopers, McQuarrie said, “I



really liked the shape of the eyes in my concepts. What looks like a mouth is actually an opening
with a serrated heat sink for cooling the troops.” One of his production paintings features a
bearded Han Solo confronting a stormtrooper in a corridor, both figures wielding lightsabers; this
was evidence that Lucas and McQuarrie were still exploring ideas about the characters and their
respective weapons. “I developed this painting to feature the stormtrooper costume,” McQuarrie
said. “I gave Han Solo a lightsaber, and I thought it was reasonable to assume that the opposing
forces would have the same weapon.”During the early stages of production for Star Wars, Lucas
hired two more artists: model-maker Colin J. Cantwell and storyboard artist Alex Tavoularis.
Cantwell had previously created models for Stanley Kubrick’s 2001: A Space Odyssey (1968)
and Robert Wise’s The Andromeda Strain (1971). For Star Wars, he created the prototype
models for numerous spaceships, including the Imperial Star Destroyer, the Death Star battle
station, and a single-pilot Imperial starfighter, better known as a TIE fighter. Tavoularis’
storyboards for Star Wars initially focused on the opening sequence, with Darth Vader and his
stormtroopers assaulting a rebel ship. Like the concept paintings, the models and storyboards
would serve to help Gary Kurtz and Twentieth Century-Fox calculate costs for the production,
and would ultimately be utilized by others involved with Star Wars, including special effects, set
design, and costumes departments.MAKING ARMORWhile concept work and model-making
continued at Industrial Light & Magic (ILM)—the fledgling special effects company Lucas had
founded in 1975—George Lucas and Gary Kurtz decided to film Star Wars in England for
various reasons, the major one being money because producing Star Wars in the United States
would have cost almost twice as much. Lucasfilm rented space at Elstree Studios, a few miles
north of London, and hired a largely English crew, including production manager Robert Watts,
production designer John Barry, art director Norman Reynolds, and set decorator Roger
Christian.FIRST PUBLISHED IMAGEProduction painting by Ralph McQuarrie, the second of
three variations of an Imperial pilot in a cockpit. McQuarrie’s first version featured an early
design for the Death Star, and his third version incorporated both the Millennium Falcon and the
Death Star as it appears in Star Wars (1977).Charles Lippincott was a publicist, working on
Alfred Hitchcock’s Family Plot (1976), when he met George Lucas and Gary Kurtz on the
Universal lot in 1975. Like Lucas and Kurtz, Lippincott was a fan of science-fiction and comic
books. After he read Lucas’ script for Star Wars, he agreed with Lucas that the movie offered
many opportunities for licensing and merchandising. Lucas and Kurtz made a deal with
Twentieth Century-Fox to hire Lippincott as the publicist for Star Wars, effectively putting him on
Fox’s payroll, but his actual job was vice president of advertising, publicity, promotion, and
merchandising for the Star Wars Corporation. One of Lippincott’s first tasks was to put together a
slide presentation for the Fox board of directors. The presentation featured Ralph McQuarrie’s
concept art and helped convince the board to increase the budget for Star Wars and green-light
production.Because Twentieth Century-Fox executives initially believed Star Wars would be one
of twenty-six films that they would release in 1976, they decided to include the title in a
campaign booklet, “Twenty-Six for Seventy-Six.” For the booklet, Lippincott selected McQuarrie’s



revised painting of a TIE fighter pilot engaged in a space battle. Lippincott also learned
Newsweek magazine was planning an article about science-fiction movies, novels, and
television series, and he submitted the same painting for the article. “Science Fiction: The Great
Escape” by Peter S. Prescott appeared in the December 22, 1975, issue of Newsweek and was
the first-ever published image for Star Wars. The following month, “Twenty-Six for Seventy-Six”
shipped to movie-theater owners.Searching for a costume designer, Lucas initially approached
Milena Canonero, who had worked with Stanley Kubrick on A Clockwork Orange (1971) and
Barry Lyndon (1975). Canonero was unavailable, but she recommended her assistant on Barry
Lyndon, John Mollo, who had coauthored several books on military fashion with his brother
Andrew. “I met him and he seemed very good,” Lucas said. “I wanted somebody that really knew
armor, somebody who was more into military hardware, rather than somebody who knew how to
design for the stage.”The wardrobe budget for Star Wars was approximately £90,000
($220,000); of that, £7,750 ($18,189) was budgeted for the droid C-3PO, £500 ($1,173) was for
Darth Vader, and £40,000 ($93,000) was for the stormtroopers. According to prop man Brian
Lofthouse, C-3PO “was first offered to the costume department, but they said, ‘That’s far too
industrial.’ So it was handed off to the prop department” to produce the armor and helmets for
Vader and the stormtroopers.Brian Muir was twenty-three years old when he arrived at the art
department’s sculpting studio in January 1976. As a teenager, he’d apprenticed with Arthur
Healey, the resident sculptor at Associated British Picture Corporation, a film studio in
Borehamwood. In the late 1960s, while attending art school, Muir assisted Healey with
sculptures for various films and television series, including Captain Nemo and the Underwater
City (1969), On the Buses (1969), and The Avengers (1968–1969). After college, Muir’s work
ranged from producing coats of arms and heraldic shields to the restoration of a church’s fire-
damaged wood sculptures. In late 1975, Healey phoned Muir about an opportunity to work on a
science-fiction film at Elstree. “The way he put it,” Muir says, “was that there were a lot of strange
characters to do.”For Star Wars, Muir’s first assignment was to sculpt the stormtrooper armor.
The film’s production required at least fifty stormtrooper suits, and several were needed in
Tunisia before March 22, 1976, the first day of filming. Fortunately, Muir had experience with tight
deadlines, and the Elstree art department had assigned three plasterers—Jack Arnott, George
Gillard, and Tom Wallace—with the specific task of molding and casting the pieces sculpted by
Muir and Liz Moore, another Kubrick alum. Moore had also worked on A Clockwork Orange, for
which she sculpted the erotic female figures in the Milk Bar, as well as the ape masks and the
Star Child for 2001: A Space Odyssey and statues for Barry Lyndon. Moore was working on
sculpting C-3PO when Muir began work on the stormtrooper armor. Although John Mollo
produced several costume sketches for the stormtroopers, John Barry didn’t present Mollo’s
sketches to Muir. “Ralph McQuarrie’s paintings were the only reference I worked from, using
artistic license to make slight changes for practical purposes.”Art department members Brian
Muir (top) and Liz Moore (bottom), circa 1976, sculpted the original stormtrooper armor and
helmet.top: Image Courtesy of Dan Dickenson; bottom: Image Courtesy of Lindsay



MuirFIREPOWERStormtroopers in action in a final frame of Star Wars (1977).Because George
Lucas envisioned the worlds and technology in Star Wars to look somewhat familiar and “lived
in,” and because John Barry and set decorator Roger Christian were working with a low budget,
Christian bought inexpensive scrap from salvage yards and repurposed the scrap for sets and
props. In London, Barry and Christian brought Lucas to Bapty & Co., Europe’s largest supplier of
weaponry and props for the entertainment industry. In a 1976 interview, Barry said, “Rather than
have your slick streamlined ray guns, we took actual World War II machine guns and
cannibalized one into another. George likes what he calls the ‘visceral quality’ that real weapons
have, so there are really quite large chunks of real weapons with additional things fixed onto
them. It’s just so much nicer than anything you can make from scratch. It stops them from having
that homemade look.”For the stormtrooper rifle, Christian selected the British-made Sterling Mk
IV submachine gun, which was in service with the British Army from 1953 until 1988. Christian
collaborated with Bapty & Co. gunsmith Kurt Schmidt to add World War II tank telescopes,
plastic T-track draft excluders, and other bits to the gun, and glued a Hengster mechanical
industrial counter behind the magazine receiver. Triggers and other mechanisms were removed
to disable the guns, effectively rendering them as harmless props so they could be cleared
through international customs. To save expenses, Lucasfilm rented the modified guns and
returned them to Bapty after filming was completed.A prop blaster rifle used in the production of
Star Wars (1977).The plaster department provided Muir with a full plaster cast of a male figure,
made from actor Dennis Plenty, who would work as an extra and appear as a stormtrooper in the
movie. Using gray clay, Muir began modeling the armor—starting with the stormtrooper’s chest
piece—directly onto the plaster-cast figure. After George Lucas and John Barry approved the
clay chest piece, the plasterers made molds so they could cast the piece—i.e., replicate Muir’s
handiwork—in plaster. Muir proceeded to sculpt the remaining pieces of armor in the following
order: arms and shoulders, torso (abdomen and crotch), legs, and back. Each piece of the
armor went through the same approval process as the chest—first sculpted in clay, then
approved by Lucas and Barry prior to creating a plaster cast—before moving on to the next
piece. The pieces needed to be fit separately to accommodate actors of different heights. “[The
costume] had to fit anyone from 5’10” to 6’0”. The only way to make that work was to have a gap
between the components, and if someone was bigger, the gap would increase. If they were
smaller, it would close up,” said Muir.The back piece posed a creative challenge because none
of McQuarrie’s paintings showed a rear view of the stormtroopers. Muir and John Barry talked
about how to make the back “look aesthetically pleasing” and resolved to decorate the back
piece with a rectangular panel that contained a circular shape alongside two vertical shapes.
Muir recalls, “I picked out the cog and two oblong pieces of wood from the props department,
where [art directors] Roger Christian and Harry Lange had brought in a store of engineered
parts, and placed them in my clay panel.”By the end of January 1976, Muir had finished
sculpting the armor, and the plasterers had molded and cast most of the pieces. Muir’s next job
was to clean up and sharpen the details on the plaster casts, which the plasterers would then



mold and cast in fiberglass to create positive molds. Muir recalls he was refining the plaster
casts when Liz Moore told him she was going to visit her boyfriend, special effects supervisor
John Richardson, who was working on the film A Bridge Too Far (1977) in Holland. Moore’s
departure left Muir as the art department’s only sculptor on the premises.In early February, Muir
finished the plaster casts of the stormtrooper armor and also made a few adjustments to plaster
casts for C-3PO’s costume. After the plasterers created fiberglass molds for each piece, they
affixed the molds to boards in preparation for the vacuum-forming process that would produce
the armor in white ABS (acrylonitrile butadiene styrene), a composite plastic. A plasterer named
Tashy Baines operated Elstree’s vacuum-forming machine and produced a number of sheets of
armor before the machine developed a problem, forcing the art department to employ an outside
vendor to produce the remaining suits. Muir believes the costume department utilized the initial
Elstree-produced armor for filming in Tunisia.Near the third week of February, Muir noticed a clay
sculpture of the stormtrooper helmet on a table outside the sculpting studio. He eventually
learned that Liz Moore had sculpted the helmet in a makeshift workshop in Holland before she
drove it back to England and delivered it to John Barry. ‘John and Liz were friends,’ Muir says,
“and I’m sure John gave her the helmet as something to do while she was in Holland, for the
money, because she was a single mother at the time.”George Lucas and John Barry approved
Moore’s sculpture, but decided to add caps over the sections that covered the ears; the “ear
caps” covered the helmet’s seams, and were held in place by uncovered screws. Plasterer
Charlie Gomez proceeded to mold and cast the helmet in plaster. After the plaster version’s
details were sharpened, Gomez made a fiberglass mold, which was then sent to the outside
vendor for vacuum-forming. Because the helmets’ contours posed challenges for the vacuum-
forming process, most of the helmets—fifty in total—were produced in a khaki-colored HDPE
(high-density polyethylene) that was more malleable than white-colored plastics; for these
helmets, thick latex house paint achieved the desired white finish. Six additional helmets were
produced in white ABS for close-up shots featuring actors Mark Hamill and Harrison Ford. The
art department’s graphic artist Bob Walker painted the details on the helmets.The armor and
helmets went to the costume department. Wardrobe assistant Colin Wilson recalls, “The pieces
arrived without any indication of what was what. It was like an Airfix model kit. We had to work
out what they were by putting them on our own bodies.” Using metal fixing brackets, elastics, and
hooks, the costumers devised a rigging system to hold the armor together on an actor.Working
on the helmets, they added flat, dark lenses in the eye holes, foam liners, and chin straps. The
final costume featured several additional pieces, including hand plates, an ammunition belt, and
kneecaps. Brian Muir says, “The molds for the extra pieces, including the belt, were made in the
carpenters’ workshop, and were fixed to a board as positive molds to use for the vacuum-
forming process.” Apprentice plasterer Tony Vice’s hands were molded to create the hand plates;
Vice’s feet were molded for stormtrooper boots, but that plan was abandoned in favor of using
black spring-sided Chelsea boots that were painted white with shoe dye.“I think we had
something like four days before shooting; we just played around until we managed to string it all



together in such a way that you could get the armor on or off an actor in about five minutes,”
Mollo recalls. “They had a black all-in-one leotard; the front and back of the body went together,
the shoulders fitted onto the body, the top arm and the bottom arm were attached with black
elastic and slid on, and a belt around the waist had suspender things which the legs were
attached to. The gloves were ordinary domestic rubber gloves with a bit of latex shoved on the
front.”Star Wars production call sheets reveal Dennis Plenty—whose body cast had served as a
base model for Brian Muir’s sculpted armor—was the first to wear the complete stormtrooper
costume for a screen test on March 15, 1976. According to Muir, the “bit of latex” that made up
the hand plates on Plenty’s test costume were simple plastic cutouts that were not used for
filming. For the stormtrooper costumes used in Tunisia, the gloves were backed with shaped
latex, and only one trooper’s gloves were backed by uniquely rectangular pieces.Although the
stormtrooper costume was essentially done, Lucas wanted to see additional gear. “George
announced that he was going to take some stormtroopers on location, and he wanted them to
be in ‘combat order,’” Mollo says. “I said, ‘Oh, yes, George, what’s combat order for
stormtroopers?’ and he said, ‘Lots of stuff on the back.’ So I went into this Boy Scout shop in
London and bought one of these metal backpack racks. Then we took plastic seed boxes, stuck
two of those together, and put four of those on the rack. Then we put plastic drainpipe on the top,
with a laboratory pipe on the side, and everything was sprayed black. [Laughs.] This was the
most amazing kind of film! George asked, ‘Can we have something that shows their rank?’ So
we took a motorcyclist chest protector and put one of them on their shoulders. George said,
‘That’s great!’ We painted one orange and one black, and that was it!”McQuarrie remained in the
United States during the production of Star Wars, and was somewhat disappointed when he
eventually saw the completed stormtrooper helmet. “The people who made the costumes took
my helmet, hyped up certain aspects, and made sort of a cartoon of it,” he said. “I think the way
the helmet turned out, it suggested teeth too strongly. I wanted it to be more just part of a
machine, you know. That’s why I would have loved to have been there in the U.K. when they were
being made, to see these things develop.”For all the hands involved in producing the
stormtrooper, George Lucas credits Ralph McQuarrie as the stormtrooper’s principal architect.
“For the stormtroopers and Darth Vader, Ralph had a very strong influence. Essentially they are
his designs,” Lucas says. “The other characters, such as the princess, Mollo actually did.”The
paint was likely still drying on the costumes that were rushed to Tunisia, which was doubling for
the sand planet Tatooine. Ready or not, the stormtroopers were about to have their first field
test.ACTION! IN TUNISIAAccording to production notes, the first filmed sequence featuring
stormtroopers—logged as B32: STORMTROOPERS FIND EVIDENCE OF DROIDS—was shot
on March 23–25, 1976. The scene: a group of six heavily laden stormtroopers, four on foot and
two astride creatures, search the seemingly endless desert around a crashed escape pod. The
stormtroopers were played by six local men from the city of Tozeur, who each received 8,500
dinars ($6.50) to wear the armor for a day.Months of sculpting and casting the armor had come
together. The same was true for the stormtrooper’s mounts. There are various stories on how the



idea to have stormtroopers use giant lizards on Tatooine came to be. Some hold that it came
from the painting Man on Lizard Crossing Over by Ron Cobb, which had been commissioned by
Lucas’ friend and fellow film director John Milius, who displayed the painting in his home. In a
2015 interview, Cobb recalled, “Lucas said that he had the idea [for the giant lizard] before he
saw the painting, and Milius said, ‘No you didn’t. I remember the night you came here and
pointed at the wall.’”Hired as extras for the production of Star Wars (1977), six men from Tozeur
pose alongside the prop for the dewback in the Tunisian desert.Assorted props and extras
costumed as aliens and droids transformed the streets of Djerba into the Mos Eisley Spaceport,
where six stormtroopers await Luke Skywalker’s landspeeder for the roadblock scene in Star
Wars (1977).Regardless of how the idea came to be, Star Wars production designer John Barry
drew a sketch of the stormtrooper’s desert mount, which was eventually named a dewback.
Lucasfilm commissioned Fred Pearl, owner of Art Models Ltd. in the London suburb of
Wimbledon, to create a large prop of the dewback as well as two props of another beast, the yak-
like jerba. Working with a small team that included his daughters, Pearl sculpted and cast the
dewback’s head and tail, which he attached to the body of a prop rhinoceros. Both the head and
tail had limited articulation, effectively transforming the prop into a large, mechanized puppet.
Pearl also created a removable frill for the creature’s neck, which ultimately wasn’t used.Once on
location in Tunisia, however, the dewback failed to work properly, so it was relegated to the
background in two scenes: the first perched on a sand dune overlooking the droids’ abandoned
escape pod, and the second standing outside the Mos Eisley Cantina.On Friday, April 2,
production moved to the town of Djerba, which John Barry and his crew had transformed into
the Mos Eisley Spaceport. The sequence SCS: 48 (BEN: “THESE ARE NOT THE DROIDS
YOU’RE LOOKING FOR”) again required six stormtroopers. Lucas cast twenty-four- year-old
Anthony Forrest in the role of Luke Skywalker’s friend Fixer. Forrest was at his hotel in Djerba,
recovering from a sunburn, when the production unexpectedly conscripted him to put on a
stormtrooper costume and play the commander who questions Luke and Ben Kenobi at a
roadblock in Mos Eisley. Forrest’s scenes as Fixer were cut from the film, but his afternoon as
the stormtrooper who falls under Obi-Wan’s Jedi mind trick made him one of the most
memorable stormtroopers in Star Wars.It was also during this time in Tunisia that Lucas filmed
the stormtroopers approaching the Mos Eisley Cantina, as well as the group of troopers looking
skywards while Han Solo’s freighter, the Millennium Falcon, blasted from the spaceport (a
special effect added by ILM later).STORMTROOPER VS. SANDTROOPERAlthough George
Lucas’ screenplay for Star Wars refers to stormtroopers on Tatooine, these soldiers eventually
became known as sandtroopers. Lucas’ vision of a “lived-in” universe extended to the
sandtroopers’ armor, which was deliberately distressed to make them appear as if they’d been
operating in the desert for some time. Unlike their gleaming white counterparts on Imperial
warships, sandtroopers were dirty.But dirt wasn’t the only thing that distinguished the
sandtroopers; their helmets and armor also differed. The sandtrooper helmet has curved cheeks
and the trapezoidal details on the helmet’s back were painted in flat gray. Standard stormtrooper



helmets feature thin, black stripes over the gray. On the armor, the sandtrooper’s belly plate
lacks the rectangular panel and paint details that are found on stormtrooper armor. The
sandtrooper also has a more highly detailed diamond-shaped “sniper” knee plate for the left
leg.Not only do sandtroopers carry considerably more gear in the pack on their back, their belts
also hold two MP-40 pouches—originally designed for carrying German machine-pistol
ammunition during World War II. The standard stormtrooper’s belt has thin rectangular boxes
that hang on the sides. Costumers positioned both the pouches and boxes to fill in the space
between the torso armor and thigh armor, and to make the respective armor pieces look more
uniform and connected. For stormtrooper armor, costumers also added vacuum-formed ribbed
straps to conceal the connections at the shoulder between the front and back armor. The back
of the stormtrooper’s belt also carries a cylindrical canister that is not found on sandtrooper
belts.While the subtle differences between the sandtrooper and stormtrooper costumes are
consistent with Ralph McQuarrie’s ideas for varying designs to help identify ranks, the actual
reason for the differences was that the Star Wars art and costume department—after rushing
the first batch of stormtrooper-cum-sandtrooper costumes to Tunisia—had slightly more time to
work on the stormtrooper costumes for sequences filmed in England.After the Star Wars (1977)
production left Tunisia, filming resumed at Elstree Studios, where sets had been constructed for
various locations in Mos Eisley, including an alley where stormtroopers confer with an alien spy
about two runaway droids.“MOVE ALONG, MOVE ALONG”In Djerba, cinematographer Gil
Taylor (left, wearing blue cap) prepares to film actors Anthony Forrest (unmasked stormtrooper),
Mark Hamill, Anthony Daniels (unmasked C-3PO), and Alec Guinness for the roadblock scene
in Star Wars (1977).In 1976, Anthony Forrest was an actor and musician living in London when
he landed the role of Luke Skywalker’s friend Fixer in Star Wars. However, it was his scene
opposite Alec Guinness as a stormtrooper that became his Star Wars legacy. In 2016, Forrest
recounted his experience.“It was tipping eighty degrees Fahrenheit, and while walking I’m being
dressed head-to-toe in plastic as I glance at the script to memorize my dialogue as fast as I can.
The sunburn I got the previous day, mind you, is being sandpapered by the interior of the
costume that the props department were happily vacuum sealing me into. Pinching my skin at
the elbows and behind the knees at every movement was of little consequence to having the
weighty backpack suddenly hoisted on to my sunburnt shoulders. I immediately learned that
standing in sand is not a great idea when trying to maintain your balance. George came over to
check me out; and although the props department had done a great job on the weathering, he
wanted more grit and proceeded to grab handfuls of sandy earth, liberally giving the front of the
costume the finishing touches. At this point, they helped me on with the helmet. I couldn’t see a
damn thing! I had become a bobblehead. I looked left and it went right. I looked right and it went
left. . . . Composure and stillness became my mantra for the day. . . .
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RDD, “Great Background for the Fans!. Ryder Windham and Adam Bray's "Star Wars:
Stormtroopers: Beyond the Armor" traces the history of the Empire's white armored shock
troops from the earliest drafts of George Lucas's "The Star Wars" to the hype machine for "The
Last Jedi". They deftly weave interviews, archival documents, test shots of costumes,
promotional materials, and more to chronicle how they became the icons they are. Fans who
want to know more about the making of the movies will find this a great resource as will those
interested in the work of the story group will gain a better understanding for how filmmakers
balance all the different variations on the Imperial troops. Windham and Bray even include
references to the Holiday Special and other non-canonical material. This book was released as
part of the build-up to "The Last Jedi" and does include some information about the
Stormtrooper Executioner and the Elite Praetorian Guard, but that's about it. Most of the book is
a love letter to the 501st, who offered a great deal of insight into the fan culture that Windham
and Bray document.”

MissMyAngels, “Love Stormtroopers. Stormtroopers have become so comical over the years
which has made them more endearing. I love Star Wars so this was a must have for me. Great
book!!!”

EdM., “Book of the Stormtroopers. This gift book details the history of the Stormtroopers in the
real world, not in the cinematic Star Wars universe. From conception back in the early seventies
to the original films, the comic and novel interpretations, to the clone troops of the prequels.
Also, the new First Order storm troops get a look as well. Good gift both for the casual and core
Star Wars fans. It is pricey unless you can get it half-price.”

KandyTrip, “Buy this book. This book is amazing. If you are interested in a complete history of
stormtrooper armor.  I was blown away by the vast amount of photos.”

marine2/11, “I would have liked a little more in depth photos on the costume .... I would have
liked a little more in depth photos on the costume of the Stormtroopers. In all I love this book very
good behind the ideas of the Stormtroopers.”

Elizabeth, “Must have if you love stormtroopers. My husband is a huge Stormtrooper feel and
was very excited by this book. Great looking book, large and we'll made. Makes a great gift for
Star Wars fans.”

sk94, “I love this book. I love this book. It has the best pictures and stories. I recommend it for
any Star Wars fan.  The Stormtroopers always provide the best backdrop for any SW story.”



Mark West, “Iconic imagery. I am a huge Star Wars fan and one of my favourite icons is the
Stormtrooper though I should confess that, as with the films, I much prefer the original trilogy
incarnation. This big and well designed book takes in the troopers from “Star Wars” in 1977 right
through to “The Last Jedi” in 2017, with plenty of pictures and a lot of tangents. I found the
earlier parts much more interesting, as the troopers are designed and produced - and why there
are different versions within the same film - and drifted off with some of the detail on the prequel
and Clone Wars avenues. Thorough, entertaining and well researched, I liked this a great deal
and it’s always a good thing to flick through a book and see lots of pictures of those Empire
drones.  Recommended.”

Gavin, “I'm no massive Star Wars 'fan-boy' but this was brilliant!. Bought as a present for my
brother, who had all the toys when he was younger! I read the whole book before I gave it to him
(I never intended to but it was fascinating). Even for someone who isn't a big Star Wars fan, the
design process is amazing (particularly for Star Wars on that relatively tiny budget), plus it
makes you realise how much work goes into even the smallest details for a film.The book covers
all of the films and spin-off animations; all of the variants of Stormtroopers; loads of background
information about the filming; lots about the merchandise and toys...it really surprised me how in-
depth the book was. The authors obviously spent a long time researching and talking to the
people involved, plus they know the subject in incredible detail to start with.”

TrigFX, “Love Stormtroopers? Or don't know enouogh about them. Love Stormtroopers? Or don't
know enouogh about them? Maybe you own your own stormtrooper armour or possibly even a
member of the 501st Garrison...then this book is definitely for you!! It has some nice surprises
tucked away within the pages - including a copy of an original card that was used to house a
Kenner toy trooper, the icing on the cake for me! No actual figure though - pity, that would've the
cherry on top...!Whether you love Star Wars or just have a passion for Stormtroopers, this book
is for you. It covers literally EVERYTHING about them! The perfect coffee table book for every
self respecting Star Wars fan!”

David, “One for the Star Wars fanatic in the family. Some background on the iconic men-in-white,
the butt of many "They can't shoot straight" jokes but still interesting and much appreciated by
our resident Star Wars fan.”

Tnetennbae, “From concept to screen and genuinely beyond. A fantastic look at the cult of the
Stormtrooper, from concept to screen right through to behind the scenes! Absolutely loved the
bonus envelope at the back chock full of memorabilia including reproduction packaging from a
vintage Kenner Stormtrooper '12 back' action figure, such nostalgia :)”

The book by Adam Bray has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 229 people have provided feedback.
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